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* A financial advisor acting as a fiduciary is required to act solely in the client’s best interest  
when offering personalized financial advice. Not all financial advisors are fiduciaries.

Our BELIEFS 

We believe that being an Independent Fiduciary* is the best way 
for us to provide objective guidance to help our clients navigate 
through their life events. As fiduciaries, we are held to a higher 
standard, so that our advisory clients receive professional advice 
that is in their best interests. 

We believe that a Team-Based Approach is the most effective 
way for us to help our clients pursue their financial goals. Our 
clients have the comfort of knowing that there will be a long-term 
continuity of wealth management support from Freedom Wealth 
Alliance’s team of experienced professionals.

Global markets have  

become increasingly complex,  

so having an experienced  

investment team and a  

comprehensive, disciplined  

investment process is critical  

for financial success.



Our INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY 

We believe that being an Independent Fiduciary is the best way for  
us to manage our clients’ assets in an objective way. Being independent 
through an open-architecture structure allows us to select the most 
appropriate investments from a variety of options and third-party 
investment firms; we are not beholden to proprietary products.

We believe that a Team-Based Approach to asset management is  
the most effective way for us to help our clients work towards their 
financial goals. Our financial advisors are the key component to diligently 
understand our clients’ evolving needs. The Freedom Wealth Alliance 
Investment Committee provides direct support to our advisors and  
clients with investment thought leadership, portfolio management  
services and support on other client-specific investment-related issues. 
This collaborative approach is important to fully support our clients as  
they would expect us to.

We believe that a Comprehensive and Disciplined Investment Process 
is important to managing our clients’ assets. Global markets have become 
increasingly complex. A comprehensive investment process is imperative  
to navigate through challenging times and to stay disciplined when it is 
most needed. Staying true to our investment process allows us to refrain 
from making irrational decisions and to not waiver from managing to our 
clients’ objectives. 

We believe that Portfolio Risk Management is one of the most 
important factors in managing our clients’ portfolios. Through intensive 
investment research, thoughtful portfolio construction, and tactical portfolio 
adjustments, we strive to reduce downside risk in our portfolios while still 
being able to participate in the upside.

Our clients have the  

comfort knowing that  

there will be a long-term  

continuity of wealth  

management support  

from Freedom Wealth  

Alliance’s team of  

experienced professionals.



UNDERSTANDING THE INVESTMENT PROCESS 

GLOBAL RISK ASSESSMENT

“How much risk should I take, when, where and why?”
We begin our investment process with a global risk assessment  
to determine the amount of risk to take in our clients’ portfolios.  
We do this through an assessment of a number of factors that  
can impact global financial markets and provide us opportunities  
to make adjustments in our portfolios.  

•  Assessment of the U.S. and Global Economies. We evaluate the 
key drivers of the world economies, within the United States, and 
throughout the globe. We understand that as economies experience 
the rise and fall of economic cycles, asset allocation needs to be 
adjusted accordingly.

•  Evaluation of Global Asset Classes. Our team of professionals 
determines which asset classes are believed to be the most  
appropriate, given the economic cycle. We also pay close attention  
to asset class valuations, to help manage the appropriate risk/reward  
ratio for each client’s portfolio. 

•  Interpretation of Market Dislocations. Markets often become 
inefficient over the shorter-term due to changes in investor sentiment 
that differs from longer-term fundamentals. This market dislocation  
allows us to take advantage of investment opportunities or to reduce  
risk for reasons that other uninformed investors may miss.

•  Analysis of Market Trends. We do not just rely on asset allocation to  
manage our portfolios. We believe that understanding market trends can  
help determine when to make adjustments in the portfolios for both  
opportunity and risk reduction.  

We take a comprehensive, disciplined approach to investment research and portfolio  
construction. Backed by our experience, we incorporate elements of global asset allocation 
strategies, value investing, trend analysis, and tactical risk management to construct  
our portfolios.  

Our investment process is structured to help us understand how various economic and market 
factors can impact investments over different time periods. We leverage sophisticated tools for 
quantitative analysis and perform deep qualitative research that quantitative analysis can miss.  
Our goal is to artfully blend high-quality investments into our clients’ portfolios while seamlessly 
managing downside risk, in an effort to help them work towards their personal financial goals.
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Direct access to institutional-quality 

research and portfolio management 

has often been reserved for the 

ultra-wealthy or institutions.  

Now you have access, through  

Freedom Wealth Alliance.

INVESTMENT SELECTION

“Where in the world should I put my money?”
Supported by our global risk assessment, at this stage we focus  
on determining the most appropriate investment opportunities to  
construct our portfolios. 

•  In-Depth Research of Investment Options.  
We work hard to determine the most effective way to get exposure  
to various asset classes and investment strategies to construct our  
portfolios. Investment options can include passive investments, and  
actively managed strategies. Because of our extensive experience in 
alternative strategies, we will incorporate alternatives in portfolios  
when we believe it is appropriate to do so. 

 •  Due Diligence of Third-Party Investment Managers.  
Our head of research performs deep due diligence on third-party  
investment managers, many times in person, at the company’s  
headquarters. This level of research is often reserved only for the  
largest institutions, or the ultra-wealthy. 

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

�“How�can�I�put�this�all�together�to�pursue�my�financial�objectives?” 
Portfolio construction and risk management tie investment research  
to investment outcomes. Guided by our clients’ objectives, we construct 
our portfolios to be diversified and optimized in an attempt to generate 
attractive returns for the amount of risk taken.

•  Construct�Well-Diversified�Portfolios. Based on our global risk assessment 
and in-depth investment research, we construct our portfolios to meet our 
clients’ long-term investment objectives. Understanding how individual 
investments work together in a portfolio is a very important part of portfolio 
construction. Our portfolios are globally diversified, across asset classes and 
third-party investment managers, with a focus on risk management. 

•  Manage Portfolio Risk. Risk management is incorporated throughout our 
entire investment process. We continuously monitor the overall positioning 
and performance of each of our portfolios. The guiding principle behind  
our disciplined investment process is to consistently manage to the  
client’s investment objectives. We deliberately revisit key assumptions  
in order to identify investment opportunities while never losing sight  
of the importance of managing portfolio risk.
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“ Our investment process is led by the Freedom Wealth Alliance Investment  

Committee. The Investment Committee consists of experienced investment  

professionals with complimentary skill sets. 

The team has experience in global economic analysis, portfolio construction,  

third-party manager due diligence and technical analysis. The members of 

our Investment Committee have advised on investment portfolios of high  

net worth families and large institutions across the country.“ 



Kurt Rozman, CFS, AAMS, C.A.S.

Kurt is the President of Freedom Wealth 
Alliance, a full service and fast growing 
financial services firm founded in the Midwest. 
He designed the firm to bring the level of 
knowledge, experience, and caring to clients 
that they deserve. He has assembled a diverse 
group of financial advisors and investment 
professionals to serve clients with planning 
and high-quality investment strategies, 
available on a local level. Kurt has spent the 
last 25 years of his professional career helping 
people improve their financial lives through 

planning and sophisticated investment 
strategies. He is a Certified Fund Specialist, 
Certified Annuity Specialist and an Accredited 
Asset Management Specialist. Kurt’s role is to 
evaluate, analyze, and advise on market trends 
using a comprehensive suite of quantitative 
analysis tools. His background includes 
working at some of the nation’s largest 
financial services firms building portfolios  
and managing the complex wealth 
management needs of investors.

Shawn Hittman

Shawn has been conducting in-depth analysis 
of the financial markets for nearly 20 years. 
One of his roles at FWA is to advise on  
macro-economic trends, and assess 
where potential values and risks exist in 
the marketplace. He has experience building 
model portfolios to accommodate various 
time horizons and risk tolerance levels.  
Shawn spent the first 8 years of his career  

at a large financial services firm before joining 
with Kurt Rozman to provide a different type 
of personal investment counsel and goals-based 
investing portfolio design. Shawn holds a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration 
with an emphasis in Finance from University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater. He also has a minor  
in Spanish.

Eric Kulwicki, CFA

As the Senior Portfolio Manager, Eric  
leverages his passion and experience  
investing in the global financial markets to 
manage diversified, multi-asset portfolios  
to help clients pursue their financial goals. 
He leads the firm’s Investment Committee  
to determine investment strategy, drive 
research and construct portfolios with a  
focus on managing risk for clients. 

Prior to joining Freedom Wealth Alliance 
in 2016, Eric was a Vice President and 
Senior Portfolio Analyst at Robert W. Baird 
& Company. In this role, he assisted in 
the portfolio management of the firm’s 
discretionary, multi-asset portfolios and 
performed the due diligence on investment 
managers across a variety of asset classes  
and alternative strategies.

Meet the Investment Committee



  VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Great resources are always at your fingertips. With  

articles, videos, news, market updates and classes 

available for you anytime you need them, we’ve built  

our website with you in mind.  

Visit freedomwealthalliance.com to explore. 

  DOWNLOAD OUR FREE APP
We’ve built a handy mobile app that allows you to  

ask us questions on-the-go and to receive helpful  

notifications from our office.  

Visit freedomwealthalliance.com/about to download.

www.freedomwealthalliance.com

675 N. Barker Road  |  Suite 220  |  Brookfield, WI 53045
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Investment advice offered through Freedom Wealth Alliance, a registered investment advisor.

About Freedom Wealth Alliance
Freedom Wealth Alliance has over 100 years of combined experience in Retirement Planning, Financial Planning,  
defensive money management and complex financial strategies. We collaborate to develop tailored strategies 
with the goal of accumulating, managing, and preserving wealth for families and small businesses.

* As an investment advisor representative of Freedom Wealth Alliance, a Registered Investment Advisor, we are held 
to a fiduciary standard of care for all advisory clients and are fully committed to putting our clients’ best interest first 
above our own.   

Asset management does not ensure a profit or protect against loss.

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified 
portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk.

Alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and should be considered as an investment for the risk  
capital portion of the investor’s portfolio. The strategies employed in the management of alternative investments 
may accelerate the velocity of potential losses. 

International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be  
suitable for all investors.

  Explore our website  freedomwealthalliance.com       Connect with us on:      linkedin.com      facebook.com

Our goal is to offer you a confident approach to Living Well and Living Free,  
however you define it! 


